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Searches for dark matter decaying into photons constrain its lifetime to be many orders of magnitude
larger than the age of the Universe. A corollary statement is that the abundance of any particle that can
decay into photons over cosmological timescales is constrained to be much smaller than the cold dark-
matter density. We show that an irreducible freeze-in contribution to the relic density of axions is in
violation of that statement in a large portion of the parameter space. This allows us to set stringent
constraints on axions in the mass range 100 eV–100 MeV. At 10 keVour constraint on a photophilic axion
is gaγγ ≲ 8.1 × 10−14 GeV−1, almost 3 orders of magnitude stronger than the bounds established using
horizontal branch stars; at 100 keV our constraint on a photophobic axion coupled to electrons is
gaee ≲ 8.0 × 10−15, almost 4 orders of magnitude stronger than the present results. Although we focus on
axions, our argument is more general and can be extended to, for instance, sterile neutrinos.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.241101

The existence of an axion was first predicted to solve the
problem of strong CP [1–4]; that the same particle could
constitute dark matter (DM) was only realized years later
[5–7]. Accordingly, experimental searches for the axion are
distinguished by whether the axion is all of DM, or instead
simply a state that exists in the spectrum of the Universe.
The classic realization of this dichotomy is the haloscope
and helioscope of Sikivie [8]. In this Letter, we consider the
axions at the interface of the two paradigms. At sufficiently
large couplings, axions are produced from the thermal
plasma and contribute to an irreducible fraction of the
DM density. Even when the relic density is gravitationally
negligible, the strength of present constraints on DM
decays can still probe this contribution and reach parameter
space inaccessible to existing searches that consider stellar
emission or cooling. In short, axions that do not constitute
the DM of our Universe can still be strongly constrained by
DM searches. We focus on axions that couple to standard
model (SM) photons and electrons, through − 1

4
gaγγaðFF̃Þ

and ðgaee=2meÞð∂μaÞēγμγ5e, in order to demonstrate that
this argument can lead to considerably stronger bounds in
the mass range 100–100 MeV. We emphasize that these are
only examples of a broader observation; decaying DM
searches can be highly sensitive to states that are not DM.
The concept can be generalized to additional axion

couplings and other light dark particles such as sterile
neutrinos or dark photons.
Let us illustrate the essence of our argument with an

example. For 10 keV axions that are not DM, one of the
strongest constraints arises from considering anomalous
energy loss from horizontal branch stars [9], and requires
gaγγ ≲ gHBaγγ ≡ 6.6 × 10−11 GeV−1 [11,12]. As we will
establish, there exists an irreducible freeze-in contribution
to the relic axion energy density ρa, even if the Universe
only reheated to just above the temperature associated with
big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). For ma ¼ 10 keV, the
relic density is approximately given by

ρa=ρDM ≃ 10−4ðgaγγ=gHBaγγÞ2: ð1Þ

Although this fraction is small, constraints on the 10 keV
axion DM are strong. One of these constraints comes from
observations with XMM-Newton for DM decaying to x-ray
photons. These observations require τDM≳1029 s∼1011tU
at this mass [13], where tU is the present age of the
Universe. For axion DM, this implies gaγγ ≲ gDMaγγ≡
10−18 GeV−1, almost 8 orders of magnitude smaller than
gHBaγγ . If the irreducible axion contribution has a decay rate to
photons of τ−1a , then to be consistent with the x-ray obser-
vations, it must satisfy ρa=τa ≲ ρDM=τDM, or ρa=ρDM≲
τa=τDM ¼ ðgDMaγγ =gaγγÞ2. Combined with Eq. (1), this
requires gaγγ ≲ 10−3gHBaγγ, considerably stronger than the
original bound.
The remainder of this Letter is dedicated to extending

and formalizing the logic of the above argument, which will
result in the constraints shown in Fig. 1 for photophilic
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axions (gaee ¼ 0) and Fig. 2 for the photophobic analog
(gaγγ ¼ 0). We will first outline the details of how an
irreducible contribution to the axion energy density is
produced in the early Universe, generalizing Eq. (1).
Then, we describe how the constraints of DM can be
recast to constrain these small axion energy densities.
When doing so, we will consider not only late time
constraints on DM decay, but also probes from earlier
epochs, in particular from not overproducing the cosmic
radiation background (CRB) and bounds derived from the
cosmic microwave background (CMB). The need for
measurements at earlier times arises for regions of para-
meter space where τa ≪ tU and the axion density in the
present Universe is exponentially depleted. Details of the
analysis, as well as additional and generalized constraints
are shown in the Supplemental Material [14]. Specifically,
we show constraints on axions that couple simultaneously
to photons and electrons, the full details of our relic density
calculations, and the determination of constraints when
there is a misalignment contribution to the axion density.
We also use sterile neutrinos as an example of the generality
of the procedure of obtaining robust constraints from
irreducible abundances.
The irreducible axion density.—Whenever the SM

plasma contains particles that couple to axions and have
energy E≳ma, axions will be produced. For sufficiently
large couplings, the axion will reach thermal equilibrium
with the SM, which it will retain until its interaction rate
drops below the rate of Hubble expansion and the axion

density freezes out; this scenario is well established
[62–66], understood in detail [67–71], and not our focus.
Instead, we consider the scenario where axions are pro-
duced without reaching thermal equilibrium; the residual
freeze-in abundance will form a relic contribution to ρDM.
Here we establish the irreducible contribution, leaving the
observable consequences to the next section.
The higher the initial temperature of the Universe, the

longer axions have to freeze in off the thermal bath,
independent of whether the specific production is IR or
UV dominated. We define the reheating temperature TRH
as the temperature of the Universe when it entered its last
phase of radiation domination [72]. (We remain completely
agnostic as to the state of the Universe before this—it could
have been dominated by another energy source, or have not
even existed.) To obtain the minimal axion abundance, we
take the smallest allowed TRH, assume that at the instant of
reheating ρa ¼ 0, and compute the abundance accumulated
after this time. This is irreducible since any assumption
about the specific state of the Universe before reheating can
only ever increase this abundance. The minimal reheat
temperature is chosen to ensure we preserve the successes
of BBN, which requires Tmin

RH ¼ 5 MeV [76–82]. An
immediate implication is that any constraints obtained
using this irreducible abundance will only have strength
for masses up to Oð100 MeVÞ since the production of
heavier axions is greatly Boltzmann suppressed.
An additional corollary of TRH ¼ 5 MeV is that axions

are produced from an epoch when only electrons, positrons,

FIG. 1. Constraints on the photophilic axion parameters space, for the irreducible case of TRH ¼ 5 MeV. The mustard region
represents the local x-ray constraints, rescaled to the case of irreducible freeze-in axion density [13,40–46]. The sensitivity of possible
future instruments on the lifetime of DM decaying locally to two photons, at the level of 1029, 1030, and 1031 s, are indicated as solid,
dashed, and dotted lines respectively. (Existing searches already achieve such sensitivities at several masses.) In lime we show the
parameters constrained by not overproducing the CRB [47]. The velvet region is the irreducible constraint derived from CMB
anisotropies [48–51], which can be extended to the dashed region with the Simons array [50]. The dark gray region shows the irreducible
constraints determined from CMB spectral distortions [52] and BBN [53] (the latter was derived for TRH ¼ 10 MeV). The light gray
regions represent astrophysical constraints on the production of axions, in horizontal branch (HB) stars [11,12] (cf. Ref. [10]), in
Supernova 1987A [52,54–57], and in the Solar Basin [58]. For reference, the blue contours indicate the irreducible axion fraction F a.
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photons, and neutrinos were in equilibrium in the SM
plasma. Disregarding the neutrino coupling (cf. Ref. [83]),
there are four relevant processes to consider: photon or
electron-positron inverse decay (γγ → a or e−eþ → a),
electron-positron annihilation (e−eþ → γa), and photon
conversions (e�γ → e�a) (cf. Ref. [52] where the photo-
philic irreducible abundance was considered without the
inclusion of inverse decays). Having specified the proc-
esses, and a fixed TRH, we can ask what couplings would be
required for the axion to achieve thermal equilibrium. For
the photophobic and photophilic scenarios, the answer is
furnished by gaγγ ≳ 10−7 GeV−1 [52,53,84,85] and gaee≳
10−9, respectively. For ma ≲ 100 MeV such couplings are
in strong tension with a broad range of astrophysical and
laboratory constraints [86]. Accordingly, freeze-in will
dictate the irreducible axion density, and we confirmed
that the axion never reaches equilibrium in the parameter
space we constrain.
Having identified freeze-in as the relevant paradigm, we

then compute the mass fraction of DM the axion constitutes
as we depart from the epoch of the early Universe. Speci-
fically, after freeze-in is completed and the axions become
nonrelativistic, we can define their abundance through
ρa ¼ e−t=τaF aρDM, where the exponential accounts for
depletion via decays, and we define

F a ¼ etU=τaρa;0=ρDM;0 ð2Þ

as the fraction of DM the axions would constitute today
were they absolutely stable. We determine F a from the
Boltzmann equation following established techniques, e.g.,
Refs. [52,53,55,73,84,92–100], yielding the results shown as
the blue contours in Figs. 1 and 2. (These results are made
publicly available [101].) Although the calculations are
standard, we emphasize several points. For ma ≲ TRH pho-
ton conversion dominates the production, whereas for ma≳
TRH, inverse decays are most important—annihilations are
always subdominant. Amongst the processes considered,
only two are UV dominated, whereby axions are produced
predominantly near reheating: electron-positron annihilation
and photon conversion, both as mediated by gaγγ (the gaee
analogs are not UV dominated). In detail, for TRH ¼
5 MeV, we find that freeze-in is UV dominated only when
ma ≲ TRH and gaγγ=GeV−1 ≳ 350 gaee. For UV dominated
freeze in, we find that the process is effectively completed
shortly after TRH, whereas for the IR dominated process
appreciable production continues until T ∼minðme=10;
ma=10Þ. The full details of our calculation will be provided
in the Supplemental Material [14]. Nevertheless, to provide
intuition for our results, for smaller masses the density for the
photophilic and photophobic scenarios—identified by a
superscript (γ) and (e)—are well approximated by

F ðγÞ
a ≃ 0.20

�
ma

keV

��
gaγγ

10−8 GeV−1

�
2
�

TRH

5 MeV

�
;

F ðeÞ
a ≃ 2.4

�
ma

keV

��
gaee
10−10

�
2

: ð3Þ

Both results assume ma ≲ TRH, and the second additionally
assumesma < 2me. We have also set g⋆;s ¼ 10.75. We note
that in accordance with the above discussion, only the
photophilic density depends on TRH as the production is
UV dominated, and in fact it remains UV dominated for TRH
even well above the electroweak scale [53].
Constraints from axion decays.—So far we have deter-

mined the irreducible axion contribution to the DM density.
We now turn to the question of how one could detect (or at
present constrain) a potentially small fraction of ρDM. To do
so, observe that the same couplings that produce axions in
the early Universe also mediate their decays in the late
Universe. Indeed, for ma ≪ me,

Γða → γγÞ ¼ m3
a

64π

�
gaγγ þ

αgaeem2
a

12m3
eπ

�
2

; ð4Þ

where the electron coupling mediates the decay at one loop.
In analogy to Eq. (3), the decay rate in the two scenarios is

τðγÞa→γγ ≃ 3.0 × 10−6tU

�
ma

keV

�
−3
�

gaγγ
10−8 GeV−1

�
−2
;

τðeÞa→γγ ≃ 1.4 × 1010tU

�
ma

keV

�
−7
�

gaee
10−10

�
−2
: ð5Þ

FIG. 2. The analog of Fig. 1 for a photophobic axion. The
constraints and contours are as shown there, although here we
also distinguish constraints from CMB anisotropies by whether
they arise from decays to photons or electrons, with the latter
shown as a black hashed region. There is a clear impact at
ma ¼ 2me; just above threshold, the decays to e−eþ dominate,
which shuts off the photon constraints by depleting the axion
abundance. However, at lower couplings additional CMB con-
straints come from decays to electron-positron pairs. Light gray
regions now represent prior axion constraints from Supernova
1987A [59] and red giants (RG) in the globular cluster ω Centauri
[60]. (The decoupling of the RG bound with the axion mass was
calculated assuming a RG core temperature of 8.6 keV [61]; the
actual bound should be slightly stronger, cf. Ref. [12].)
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While the photophobic rate is slow for the chosen cou-
plings, the significant ma scaling implies it becomes
relevant at higher masses (although as ma approaches
2me the expression in Eq. (4) is modified [102]). See
the Supplemental Material [14] for further discussion.
A sufficiently fast decay rate can compensate for a

small F a, and render the irreducible axion detectable.
Formalizing that logic, in this section we repurpose various
searches for DM decay to justify the constraints shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. To do so, we will assume the axions behave
exactly like cold DM (CDM). There are three effects that
will violate this assumption. Firstly, the lifetime of the
axion could be comparable to or much shorter than the age
of the Universe, i.e., τa ≪ tU. Here τa refers to the lifetime
when accounting for all decay modes, for the masses we
consider a → γγ and, if it is open, a → e−eþ. To account
for this we have weighted F a in Eq. (2) by the appropriate
factor to account for exponential depletion. The second
effect relates to the use of DM searches based on obser-
vations of compact objects such as the Milky Way: lighter
axions can free stream and cluster less than CDM;
cf. scenarios with a small warm DM (WDM) component
in addition to CDM (e.g., Refs. [40,103,104]) [105]. In the
context of Milky Way like halos, simulations have con-
firmed that indeed the WDM component will develop a
core, taking on a different spatial distribution to CDM
[108]. In particular, Ref. [108] quantified that a WDM
component in the Milky Way will have a position depen-
dent fraction well described by

FMW
a ðrÞ ≃ F a ×

�
1þ 0.008

�
keV
ma

�
2
�
kpc
r

��
−1
; ð6Þ

which will reduce the decay flux near the Galactic Center.
We found that including this effect impacted our results by
less than 5% for current constraints, but did affect the future
prospects for ma ≪ keV. At present there has not been a
similar study for satellite galaxies of the Milky Way, and
for this reason we chose to neglect constraints from Leo
T [109]. We discuss WDM effects further in the
Supplemental Material [14]. Finally, as we consider axions
generated from freeze-in, they will not have the same
momentum distribution as a canonical thermal relic.
Nevertheless, we confirmed that the axions are always
nonrelativistic at the time of the decays we consider.
Turning to existing searches, we first consider constraints

on DM decaying to two photons locally, for instance, in the
Milky Way. These analyses search for the following differ-
ential photon flux arising from DM decays,

dΦ
dE

¼ D
2πmDMτDM

δðE −mDM=2Þ: ð7Þ

HeremDM and τDM are the DMmass and inverse decay rate
to two photons, respectively. The term on the numerator is

theD factor, and is given by the DMmass column density of
the observed object, integrated over the field of view for the
search [D ¼ R

dsdΩ ρDMðs;ΩÞ, see, e.g., Ref. [110] ]. In the
absence of a detection, instruments searching for the flux in
Eq. (7) interpret their results as a constraint on the minimal
allowed lifetime at that mass, which we denote τmin

DM.
The irreducible axion relic density can also generate a

flux as in Eq. (7), however, withmDM → ma, τDM → τa→γγ ,
and D → F ae−tU=τaD. We can therefore recast the DM
constraints as requiring

F a ≤ Fmax
local ≡

τa→γγ

τmin
DM

exp

�
tU
τa

�
: ð8Þ

We exploit this criterion to convert results for τmin
DM into

constraints on F a, which we then convert to bounds on the
axion couplings. The constraints we draw on are derived
using XMM-Newton [13,40–42], NuSTAR [43–45], and
INTEGRAL [46] observations of the MilkyWay, M31, and
the large Magellanic cloud. Taken together, these results are
collectively labeled x-ray in Figs. 1 and 2. The breakdown
of specific contributions to these results is provided in the
Supplemental Material [14]. The lower boundary of the
constraints is set by τa→γγ=F a ∼ τmin

DM, whereas the upper
boundary occurs when τa ≪ tU, and the local density
becomes exponentially suppressed below F a. A dramatic
example of the latter effect occurs at ma ¼ 2me in Fig. 2;
the opening up of the a → e−eþ channel significantly
decreases τa.
In order to interpret how future local DM decay searches

could improve these constraints, in both figures we show
the sensitivity that would be attainable if we had τmin

DM at the
level of 1029, 1030, and 1031 s at all masses (for a discussion
of future local searches, see, e.g., Refs. [111–113]). These
projections incorporate the effects encapsulated in Eq. (6).
Broadly, the improvement occurs at smaller couplings—
again the cutoff at larger couplings is primarily set by the
exponential depletion. We can probe earlier epochs by
considering constraints on decays outside the Milky Way.
After accounting for the optical depth [114], such decays
must not overproduce the observed CRB [47], and this
allows a region of lower masses and higher couplings to be
excluded in Fig. 1. (In more detail, these bounds probe
redshifts of 0≲ z≲ 20 and energies 50 eV≲ Eγ ≲ 3 keV,
corresponding to the ultraviolet and x-ray backgrounds.)
Observations of CMB anisotropies allow us to probe

decays at earlier times still. We require

F a ≤ Fmax
CMB;γγ=e−eþ ≡ τa→γγ=e−eþ

τmin
CMB;γγ=e−eþ

exp

�
tCMB

τa

�
2=3

; ð9Þ

where we distinguish between CMB constraints set on the
γγ and e−eþ final states, and define tCMB ¼ 8.7 × 1013 s ≃
2 × 10−4tU (z ∼ 320). The form of Eq. (9) and the value of
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tCMB were derived by fitting the conservative “on-the-spot”
approximation of Ref. [49], and were confirmed to be
consistent with Refs. [48,52]. The constraints which inform
τmin
CMB;γγ=e−eþ were taken from Ref. [50], which updated
Refs. [48,49] to the Planck 2018 data, and Ref. [51]. Our
results label the CMB anisotropy constraints as CMB.
Nevertheless, the CMB can probe energy injections at even
earlier epochs through spectral distortions. We make use of
the results in Ref. [52], which took advantage of the full
spectral shape of the CMB, instead of the commonly used μ
and y distortions alone, specifically for the irreducible
photophilic axion.
Finally, let us comment on how increasing TRH impacts

our results. For a fixed ma ≪ TRH freeze-in of the photo-
philic axion is UV dominated; increasing TRH strengthens
the bounds in Fig. 1, but only weakly. Recall the lower edge
of these constraints is set by comparing τa→γγ=F a to current
lifetime bounds. This quantity scales as g−4aγγT−1

RH, implying

the bounds improve as gaγγ ∝ T−1=4
RH . The improvement at

the upper edge is weaker, as this is dictated by the onset of
exponential depletion. For reference, the TRH ¼ 100 MeV
analog of Fig. 1 is included in the Supplemental Material
[14]. The scaling will be modified once TRH ≳ 100 MeV,
when muons and pions enter the SM plasma. However,
including additional particles can only increase the abun-
dance; therefore, this scaling is conservative. The effects
on the photophobic axion constraints and photophilic case
for ma ≳ TRH are less pronounced as they are not UV
dominated.
Conclusions.—A remarkable consequence of our present

understanding of the Universe is that we cannot arbitrarily
decouple its different epochs. For example, states that are
sufficiently strongly coupled such that they would modify
the present evolution of stars will invariably have been
produced in the early Universe. The present Letter has
formalized this argument for axions coupled to photons and
electrons, showing that in the 100 eV–100 MeV range
axions will be produced sufficiently and form a detectable
fraction of the DM density.
We have sought to cast our results as irreducible in the

sense that we make the most conservative assumptions
about the early Universe, taking the minimal TRH consistent
with BBN. This does not imply our results are free of
assumptions. For one, we have adopted a conventional
cosmology between BBN and today. We have assumed a
minimal scenario of the axion, coupling only to photons or
electrons (although we show results when both couplings
are active in the Supplemental Material [14]). If the axion
decays faster to neutrinos or dark sector states then the
enhanced τa will exponentially deplete ρa, cutting our
constraints off from above. While such decays could
potentially remove our constraints, they will also remove
constraints from probes such as the Solar Basin [58,115].
Let us end with several comments on extensions to the

ideas we have presented. We have ignored any contribution

from the misalignment mechanism. This is because any
misalignment contribution would only add to the irre-
ducible axion abundance we adopted, and so it was
conservative to exclude this possibility. We discuss how
one can include misalignment in the Supplemental Material
[14]. Furthermore, our analysis is not restricted to axions; it
can constrain any light particle which couples to the SM.
Within the dark sector framework, for instance, many of the
mediators commonly considered could be constrained. Two
specific examples are the dark photon and sterile neutrino.
In the Supplemental Material [14] we show that constraints
on the latter are particularly strong. Here, the irreducible
freeze-in contribution arises from the Dodelson-Widrow
mechanism [116], beginning with ρs ¼ 0 at TRH ¼ 5 MeV
[117,118]. The sterile neutrino is then detectable through its
decay to an active neutrino and a photon νs → νaγ.
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